Hydrophobic cluster analysis of G protein-coupled receptors: a powerful tool to derive structural and functional information from 2D-representation of protein sequences.
Current methods for comparative analyses of protein sequences are 1D-alignments of amino acid sequences based on the maximization of amino acid identity (homology) and the prediction of secondary structure elements. This method has a major drawback once the amino acid identity drops below 20-25%, since maximization of a homology score does not take into account any structural information. A new technique called Hydrophobic Cluster Analysis (HCA) has been developed by Lemesle-Varloot et al. (Biochimie 72, 555-574), 1990). This consists of comparing several sequences simultaneously and combining homology detection with secondary structure analysis. HCA is primarily based on the detection and comparison of structural segments constituting the hydrophobic core of globular protein domains, with or without transmembrane domains. We have applied HCA to the analysis of different families of G-protein coupled receptors, such as catecholamine receptors as well as peptide hormone receptors. Utilizing HCA the thrombin receptor, a new and as yet unique member of the family of G-protein coupled receptors, can be clearly classified as being closely related to the family of neuropeptide receptors rather than to the catecholamine receptors for which the shape of the hydrophobic clusters and the length of their third cytoplasmic loop are very different. Furthermore, the potential of HCA to predict relationships between new putative and already characterized members of this family of receptors will be presented.